Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

Three new crewmembers arrived on the station and reported for their physicals then reported for duty in Operations.

Admiral Mitchell, Captain Pavielion and Commander Corjet were in the process of completing a routine inspection of the station when sensors detected a build up of chronoton particles just outside the outer markers.

While incoming vessels maneuvered away from the chronoton affected area, an object identified as a 21st century United States shuttlecraft, the Challenger II emerged from the forming temporal anomaly.

The station is currently at red alert status.

The time is now 0816 hours.

Cast of Characters

Chad Snyder as CO Commander/Captain Micjoran Pavielion
Randy Tirazona as CEO Commander Corjet Randy
Eric VanSickle as CSO Lieutenant Taliza Cal
Juanita Wilson as CNS LtJG. Alana Torez
Gary Cole as CMO LtJG. Sovok
Kytra Seliquini as TO Bao’tzhu Shengming Rr’Vellan
Steve Seliquini as OPS Ensign Rick Spicer
Mark Tordai as CIV Ensign Markus Townsend

Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as SC Admiral Valar Mitchell


Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CEO_Corjet says:
::Watches the self diagnostics of the Engineering station complete without error then immediately requests blueprints and other Engineering data on the Challenger II::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Uses sensors to study the Challenger II::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Stares at the viewscreen and blinks a few times::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Standing in Operations watching the viewscreen looking at the shuttle as it sits dead in space::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Steps towards his command chair::  CSO: Lieutenant, are there any life signs aboard the ship?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Activates a COM subroutine to repetitively send a warning message for incoming vessels to steer clear of the area of the anomaly and Challenger II::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Turns around and sees Nicodemous is still with her and blushes:: Self: Come on Bao'tzhu you know better then this.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Three, Sir.  That class of shuttle can hold up to seven.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Starts scanning the Challenger II::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Occupants are two males and one female all are alive but unconscious.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Begins to divert all traffic away from the Challenger II and the anomaly::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns to OPS::  OPS: Ensign, any response to the hails?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Stands up and takes his leave from Operations, realizing what he has to do::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Brings up the schematic blueprints.  Turns to the CO and nods in agreement::

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: No, Sir, I am still trying.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CMO: Wait, Lieutenant.

CNS_Alana says:
::Waiting for the database of the Challenger ll to finish downloading to her console::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Turns around and looks at the CO:: CO: Sir?

CIV_Townsend says:
::Walks out of the turbolift and into docking bay three::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Continues to hail the Challenger II using all frequencies::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Continues with passive mode scanners, scanning the Challenger II for any damage::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Studies the specifications of the shuttle::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CMO: Get on a console and check the health of the occupants, I want to know if they are hurt or in any sort of stasis.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks up the COM protocols used during the Challenger II timeframe and monitors the COM signals::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods and moves to a console::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I don't think the Challenger II would get our hails even if the occupants were conscious.  Their radio doesn't pick up the subspace band.  It's on an AM band.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Locates her console and tries to beam Nicodemous back into her quarters::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods to the CSO::  CSO: Then work with OPS and modify our communication frequencies.  ::Looks at the TO then begins to speak and notices a large fruit bat::

CMO_Sovok says:
CO: The occupants of the shuttle seem to be fine just unconscious, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Intensifies the passive sensor scans on the hull.  Turns to the CO:: CO: I'm reading minor damage on the Challenger’s hull, Sir. ::Turns to his console and looks it over again then turns to the CO:: Seems to have been from coming through the anomaly, Sir, I can't find anything else wrong at the moment.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Nicodemous is beamed to the TO's quarters.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Gulps as she sees the Captain looking at her:: CO: S...s...irrrr?

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Ensign, how familiar are you with old Terran radio signals?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
TO: Ensign, can we tractor that shuttle into Shuttle Bay two without causing any damage or leaving any traces on it?

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: I am familiar, Sir, it was part of my Academy training.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirr.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CMO: Acknowledged, bring some equipment to Shuttle Bay two, in case needed.  I will try to bring them in there.

CIV_Townsend says:
::In docking bay three waiting for further orders::

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Reprogram the communications relays to emit an amplitude modulation at frequency 1800 kilohertz.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods to the Captain:: CO: Good luck with the docking, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns around and looks over the blueprints of the Challenger II:: Self: A bit weird.  ::Continues to look them over::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CEO: Commander, can that thing withstand a tractor beam?  How badly is it damaged?

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: Aye. ::Modifies the COM frequency to AM 1800 kHz::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Takes his leave for a second time and turns to OPS:: OPS: Ensign, beam three basic medical kits to shuttlebay two.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Remember, that thing was commissioned around 2009.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns back to the CO:: CO: Aye, Sir.  It can.  We should be a bit careful though.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CIV*: Ensign, change of plan, we will try to bring the craft into shuttlebay two, please report there.

CNS_Alana says:
::Studying information on her PADD::

OPS_Spicer says:
CMO: Aye, will do.  ::Beams three med kits to shuttlebay two::  Done.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods and leaves:: Computer: Shuttlebay two.

CIV_Townsend says:
*CO* Aye, aye, Sir!  Heading to Shuttlebay two.  Shall I report back when I get there?

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: Aye. ::Adjusts the COM frequency::

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Try to see if the shuttle can receive our signal.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
TO: Ensign, very carefully, get a tractor lock on the craft and pull it into Shuttlebay two.  Have security clear that area of all personnel, I do not want anyone in there without a level 4 security access.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CIV*: Yes, Ensign.

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: Working on it, Sir.

CIV_Townsend says:
*CO* Aye, Sir!  Townsend, out! ::Walks out of docking bay three::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over to the console next to him then scoots over to it and starts tapping away at its console:: Self: Hmm.. ::Taps a message to EO Chad then moves back to the primary Engineering station::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr. ::Activates the tractor beam, starting to pull the shuttle into shuttlebay two slowly and carefully::

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: No response from the shuttle.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Arrives near shuttle bay two and enters the bay, looking around::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Sends a message for the security teams to clear the area around shuttlebay two::

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: But does the shuttle's COM system receive the signal?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CEO: Commander, keep an eye on the craft's status, I do not want it breaking up.

CNS_Alana says:
::Raising from a console near the science station and walks over to the CO::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: A bright blue beam shoots out of the station and locks onto the shuttle.  The shuttle begins moving towards shuttlebay two.

CNS_Alana says:
CO:  Sir, I have news about where the shuttle came from.

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: As far as I can tell she can.  The loop back signal is being received properly.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO: Lieutenant, what is the status of that anomaly?

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Checking, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CNS: Good, Lieutenant, keep it and I will have you present it shortly.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The anomaly begins closing.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, it's closing.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO: Is there any way we can keep it open?  I want to find out where that thing came from and if we can get it back.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
ACTION: The COM channel is linked to the shuttle however no one is answering.

CIV_Townsend says:
::Walks into docking bay two:: *CO* Sir, I am in docking bay two!

CMO_Sovok says:
::Picks up one of the beamed in med kits and waits::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods to himself as he taps away at the console.  Closely monitors the stress on the Challenger II's frame::

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: The COM system is bound but there is no response.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hears the CIV and almost chuckles::  *CIV*: Very nice, Ensign, now please report to SHUTTLE bay two and inform me when you get there.

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Okay, cease the hails.  CO: I'm not sure.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The anomaly completely closes and disappears.  Traces of chronoton particles are still present in the area.

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: Aye. ::Terminates the outgoing COM signal but continues to monitor outgoing signals from the shuttle::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Too late, Sir, the anomaly is gone but chronoton particles are still present.

CIV_Townsend says:
*CO* Oh darn it!  This hasn’t been a good day, Sir!  ::Laughs:: Townsend, out!

CNS_Alana says:
::Walks back to a science station and continues to search for more information on the anomaly::

CIV_Townsend says:
::Walks out of docking day two heading for shuttlebay two:: Self: Oy vay!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
TO: Is the craft secure in our shuttlebay, Ensign?

CNS_Alana says:
::Yawns, but quickly stiffles it, thinking she did not get enough sleep before this day began::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Checks the Starfleet database for information on Challenger II’s COM protocols::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks back to the Captain:: CO: Shall I dispatch an engineering team, Sir?

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The shuttle safely lands in shuttlebay two as the tractor beam is disengaged.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Checks her monitors:: CO: Yes, Sirrr.

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: I think I can link our COM system to their computer and erase any evidence of our COM signals to her.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Watches the ancient shuttle and is amazed at this thing's ability to fly both through atmosphere, gliding and through space using primitive propulsion::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Hears a beep from his console and turns to see that the Challenger II has landed::

CSO_Taliza says:
OPS: Do so.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CEO: For now, just seal off that shuttlebay and do not let anyone in.  ::Looks to CSO::  CSO: Lieutenant, can you establish a computer link with the Challenger II?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Approaches the shuttle:: *CO*: Sir, should I enter?

OPS_Spicer says:
CSO: Aye. ::Begins linking to the shuttle computer to access COM logs::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Yes, Sir, we'll ride the AM radio into whatever the 21st century calls its computer.

CNS_Alana says:
::Wonders what the people on the shuttle might be thinking if her information is correct::

CIV_Townsend says:
::Heads right into shuttlebay two:: *CO* Okay, Sir, I'm here!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
*CMO*: No, Lieutenant, please report to the Briefing Room.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns back to his console and nods:: CO: Aye, Sir. ::Notifies a Security Detail to secure Shuttlebay two::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns::  All: Okay everyone, gather your reports and go to the Briefing Room, we need to figure out what to do with this craft.  *CIV/CMO*: Please report to the Briefing Room.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Gets a puzzled look on his face:: Self: I swear, the way they order people around these days is becoming very annoying.  Go here, go there... ::Grumbles and walks out of the shuttlebay to the turbolift again::  *CO*: On my way, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Gets his PADDs organized and goes to Briefing Room::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Shuttle bay two is cleared of station personnel as the Security teams arrive in the Shuttle Bay.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Taps on the controls to seal the doors then turns to a sub-console and taps in some commands::

CMO_Sovok says:
Computer: Operations.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Enters the Briefing Room as he is relieved at OPS by Ensign Wolfe::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Bailey stands outside the entrance to shuttlebay two.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks around at the rest of the group and follows Spicer into the Briefing Room::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Leaves a Lieutenant. in command of Operations and walks into the Briefing Room::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Steps off of the turbolift and heads for the Briefing room med kit still in hand::

CNS_Alana says:
::Taps some information into a PADD and picks it up, putting it in her pocket as she walks to the Briefing Room::

CIV_Townsend says:
::Heads into a turbolift:: Operations, please!

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Bailey is then joined by his buddy LtJG. Lewis.

CIV_Townsend says:
::Steps out onto the Operations deck and into the Briefing Room.  Smiles at all the officers in the Briefing Room::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Takes a seat::

CNS_Alana says:
::Takes a seat, ready to give her report and to ask some questions::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Leans down into the console and starts more passive scans of Challenger II::  Self: Minor hull damage to the fore hull, a bit more on the port side.  ::Looks over at another console as it beeps at him::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Sits down setting his med kit on the table::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Sits down, feeling a little lonely without Nicodemous::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Sits and spreads out his PADDs::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Transfers it to EO Chad in Engineering and quickly grabs his report and heads to the Briefing room.  Enters quickly and sits down, breathing a bit hard and fast as he ran::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks over to the TO before he sits down::  TO: Ensign, may I ask what that was on your shoulder earlier?

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Gulps:: CO: Sirrr?  ::Is petrified::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks at the TO and thinks she is cute when she is put on the spot::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over his PADD as he taps on it's controls then hears the CO talk with the TO and thinks she might be in a bit of trouble already::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Glances at the TO::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Walks into the Briefing Room and sits down at the table holding a PADD.  Nods to the other officers::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Notices the Sector Commander enter the Briefing Room::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Raises an eyebrow, has never had a Caitian under his command before::  TO: I know the comfort a pet can give, but please keep it out of Operations unless you train it to fire a phaser, acknowledged?

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Gulps:: CO: Yes, Sirr.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods to Admiral Mitchell with a smile then goes back to tapping on his PADD while his Captain is a bit preoccupied::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Smiles at the TO::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Glances back at the table::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Walks to the front, notices the Admiral::  Admiral: Thank you for joining us, Sir.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Nods to the CO::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Stifles a soft chuckle then straightens out in his seat::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Whimpers under her breath and stares at the table::

CNS_Alana says:
::Looks up as the Admiral takes her seat::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Looks at the CO::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sits down::  All: I am sure that you all have guessed what this is and that we have extra precautions to take, as to not disrupt the timeline.  Now, Counselor, will you please go ahead with your report?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks to his Captain with a straight serious face and nods::

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods and begins::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks toward the CNS and listens to her report::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Turns to the CNS::

OPS_Spicer says:
::Admires the CNS::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: I have found that the Challenger II was launched from Earth on August 7 in the year 2010 with a crew compliment of 3, destination: Mars.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods as he saw the same date on the schematic blueprints::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods as the CNS talks and takes a few notes::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: The Captain was Bob Lofton, the second officer was Manuel Goring and the science officer Barbara Watson.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Enroute to Mars they were hit by an unknown energy beam and were thrown into the anomaly.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Raises his eyebrow, wondering if they went directly from their time to here and now::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: History shows that the Challenger ll 's disappeared from Earth’s sensors on August 8, 2010 at 0810 hours and mysteriously reappeared two days later. But that would mean that they still have to reappear back in their time from our time.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Grimaces::  CNS: There were no awkward reports of where they had been, Lieutenant?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Sighs and nods.  He talks to himself, but loud enough for everyone to hear and blushes:: Self: So that means we would have to get them back safely.

CNS_Alana says:
CO: No, the astronauts reported nothing unusual happened to them and they cannot be allowed to know they were ever here, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods:: CNS: And in what condition was their vessel?

CNS_Alana says:
CO: When they returned to their destination, they were in perfect condition, barring any space debris they encountered on the way.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Just listens::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns to the rest of the senior staff::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Perks her ears and listens, trying to quit blushing from her earlier embarrassment::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: But they have hull damage, Sir.  We need to correct that before they return to their time.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO/CEO: Is there anything we can do to erase what their sensors have already picked up of this time and our station?  We cannot leave any marks of our interference.  ::Nods to the CNS::  CEO: Yes and your engineers will need to repair the damage they sustained coming through the anomaly and make sure they can make it back.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I have Ensign Spicer working on eliminating our hails.  Any other access I make, I'm going to immediately erase.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Smiles and nods:: CO: Aye, Sir.  Repairing it won't be any trouble. ::Looks over to the CSO:: Maybe erasing our tracks so to speak might be.

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods and continues to listen to the other reports::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: NASA didn't have the technology like we do to recover lost records.  They won't suspect a thing.

OPS_Spicer says:
::Nods::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
All: I fear that we will be forced to enter the shuttle to make sure that all traces of our presence and our time have been erased from their computer systems.

CIV_Townsend says:
CO: I volunteer myself, as a System Operation Specialist I would love to work on the old technology.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hears the CNS::  CMO: Yes, Lieutenant, why are the occupants unconscious and could they re-awaken?

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: I would advise against it.

CMO_Sovok says:
::Glances up:: CO: My guess is it’s from their trip through the anomaly. It's nothing that can't be reversed, that much I'm sure of.

CEO_Corjet says:
ALL: We wouldn't want to be working on their ship and suddenly have them wake up to spy on us nor have them contact us.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Begins tapping on his PADD::  CSO: I realize the risk, but we have to be one hundred percent certain and I cannot take the chance of sending them back if a ::Tries to think of the name::  camera picked up our station and recorded it.  We must catch everything.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: But to wake them up, Sir?  Waking them up in the 24th century hundreds of light-years from home is something we can't easily reverse.  Erasing computer records is easy but erasing humanoid brain patterns is very, very difficult.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Pauses a moment to think::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Head moves from side to side as the officers each toss in their recommendations to the CO::

CEO_Corjet says:
ALL: I say sedate them then bring them into Sickbay and have the Doctor check their memory engrams for memories the window that they where here.

CMO_Sovok says:
CSO: Agreed.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO: No, we will not do that.  ::Decides, holds up his hands to silence the chatter::  CMO: All right, Doctor.  ::Turns to him::  I want you to beam the occupants out of the craft and into stasis chamber in Sickbay. ::Looks to the TO::  TO: Assign security to guard them.  ::Continues::

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: I think you should keep them asleep for as long as it takes to get this situation sorted out.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods to the CO and scratches on her PADD::

CMO_Sovok says:
CO: It is a shame as it would be a wonderful history lesson.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO/CIV/TO: You three… ::Looks from one to another::  will board the craft and erase all traces of our presence, check everything, and leave no trace of your entrance.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: Yes, a chance to get a glimpse of the past from first hand experience.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

CMO_Sovok says:
CNS: But I understand why.  CO: Understood, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CEO: Commander, you will get to work repairing the craft and making sure that they can make it back without harm.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods:: CO: Yes, Sirrr.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods:: CO: Aye, Sir.

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods slowly::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Ensign, you will access their computers and erase any data that they have collected.  Make SURE to erase your traces and the COM signals we left earlier.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Taps on his PADD and sends the schematics to the parts replicator engineers.  Has them start making the necessary parts::

CIV_Townsend says:
CO: Yes, Sir!

OPS_Spicer says:
CO: Aye, Sir, you got it!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CMO/CNS: You two will tend to the occupants in the chambers, make sure that they are alright and keep and eye on them.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
TO: Assign security to guard the occupants and the craft.  ::Looks around::  All: questions?

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Sits quietly listening to the briefing::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods::

CNS_Alana says:
CO: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Raises an eyebrow at OPS's "You got it"::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Nods and continues scratching on her PADD::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
All: If there are no questions then Dismissed!

OPS_Spicer says:
::Smiles and makes some notes on his PADD::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Gets up and exits the Briefing Room::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Stands up and picks up his med kit and heads back to Sickbay::

CIV_Townsend says:
::Gets up and is right behind the CSO:: CSO: Wait up, Sir!

CSO_Taliza says:
CIV: Ensign, in your eagerness to study the Challenger's systems make sure NASA knows nothing of what we are doing today.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Rubs his neck and thinks for a moment, looks to the admiral::  Admiral: Any thoughts, Sir?

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Puts her PADD away and walks out of the Briefing Room::

CNS_Alana says:
::Raises and walks out of the Briefing Room headed for Sickbay.  She skips up along side CMO::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Looks up from her PADD at the CO:: CO: No, not at this time.  You seem to have things well in hand.  ::Stands::  I will be in my offices if you need me.

CIV_Townsend says:
CSO: Eagerness?  Aye, Sir!  I'm a System Specialist I live for this opportunity, Sir.  I do not mean to come off strong but I love my work allot.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks at his PADD and receives a message from EO Jo and sees that the parts are being replicated::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Nods::  Admiral: Yes, Sir, I will get to work trying to re-create the anomaly.  ::Stands as she leaves::

CSO_Taliza says:
CIV: I have experience in getting into computer systems where I don't belong.  I made my name for it during my Resistance days.

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
CO: Very well.  ::Turns and exits the Briefing Room::

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: If we had more time, I would like to find a way to tap into their dreams but that would take quite a bit of medication from even me.

CIV_Townsend says:
CSO: Understood, Sir.  I understand the task at hand.  Of course I hope you can watch over me just in case something goes wrong, Sir?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Quickly taps into the PADD orders that the parts are to be made to match the age of the existing parts of the Challenger II::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Gathers his PADD, walks out of the Briefing Room, orders a stand down from red alert to green mode but for vessels to still stay clear of the anomaly's previous position then walks into his Ready Room::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Looks at the CNS:: CNS: That would be interesting. ::Enters the turbolift:: Computer: Sickbay.

CSO_Taliza says:
TO: Ensign Rr-Vellan, you ready?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Leaves the Briefing Room and relieves Ensign Wolfe at the OPS console.

CNS_Alana says:
::Enters the turbolift behind CMO just as the doors close::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Looks up from her thoughts:: CSO: Yes, Sirr.

CSO_Taliza says:
TO/CIV: Let's go.  ::Heads to the turbolift::

CNS_Alana says:
::Remaining quiet, deep in thought::

CMO_Sovok says:
CNS: I haven't really had time to talk with you recently. How've you been doing?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Rubs his hands and accesses the sensor controls from his desktop, remembering his days as a CSO and pulls up the sensor records of the anomaly when it first formed and goes over them::

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Enters the turbolift::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over and sees almost everyone is gone then quickly heads down to Parts Replication::

CIV_Townsend says:
CSO: Aye, Sir!  ::Follows the CSO::

Host Admiral_Mitchell says:
::Exits Operations and walks a short distance down the corridor to the turbolift then enters::  Level 37.

CNS_Alana says:
CMO:: Huh?  Oh, well I have been doing just fine, a bit busy though with the visitors from our last mission.

CSO_Taliza says:
Computer: Shuttle bay two.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Arrives in Parts Replication and over sees their work then makes sure that they have the replication process down before heading to shuttlebay two::

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: It will be the first time we get to actually work together isn't it?

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods and realizes that he's been trying to avoid thought probing recently. Shuts up and steps off of the now stopped turbolift::

CNS_Alana says:
::Steps off the turbolift and heads toward Sickbay as the conversation progresses::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Nods slowly:: CNS: I guess it will be, won't it?

OPS_Spicer says:
::Begins working on removing any evidence of their hails from the shuttle computer::

CNS_Alana says:
::Smiles::

CSO_Taliza says:
CIV/TO: Before we enter, please wear a pair of gloves and be careful how you touch anything.

CIV_Townsend says:
CSO: Yes Sir.  ::Puts on a pair of gloves::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stares at the configuration of the anomaly and the parts that made it up::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Enters Sickbay and looks around::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Enters the turbolift and taps in Shuttlebay two.  He starts to look over the schematic blueprints::

CSO_Taliza says:
TO: Also, you may need to wear a special suit.  NASA would get very suspicious if it finds cat hair on the shuttle.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey>  ::Notices the CSO, TO and CIV approaching the shuttlebay entrance::

CMO_Sovok says:
::Arranges where he wants the stasis pods in his mind::

CNS_Alana says:
CMO: Just tell me how you want me to assist you.  This will be a learning experience for me also.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Raises an eyebrow:: CSO: Sirrr?

CSO_Taliza says:
TO: You have a problem, Ensign?

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Shakes her head:: CSO: No, Sirrr.

TO_Rr-Vellan says:
::Sighs and walks over to get an environmental suit from the locker::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Walks out of the turbolift and heads down the corridor to shuttlebay two,  going over the ship’s schematic blueprints::

CSO_Taliza says:
TO: Thought so.  Bailey: Ah, Lieutenant, Captain Pavielion ordered us to enter and investigate the Challenger II’s systems.

CMO_Sovok says:
CNS: I'm not even entirely sure what I'm going to do. ::Taps his COM badge after entering some coordinates into a console:: *OPS*: Ensign, please beam the three stasis pods into these coordinates in Sickbay, sending coordinates to your console now. 

OPS_Spicer says:
*CMO*: Affirmative Doctor. ::Looks at the console and beams the required equipment::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Gains access to shuttlebay two and enters then quickly walks to the Engineering Station::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Puts on a pair of old-style surgical gloves::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Three stasis chambers appear in Sickbay.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Stands and walks out of his Ready Room::

CNS_Alana says:
::Nods, watching the stasis pods materialize into Sickbay::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<Bailey> CSO: Very well, Sir.  You may enter.  ::Steps aside::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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